
Your quote includes:  

 

● Setup and Take Down  
○ Our highly-qualified team arrives one-hour prior to event start time, and discreetly 

take-down equipment post-event.  
● Attendant (or 2!) 

○ We provide a reliable, engaging, and fun attendant that is certified to use our 
equipment and entertain your guests.  

○ For weddings that have guest lists over 100, we provide two attendants at no 
additional charge. 

● Unlimited Photos/Poses 
○ The photos are INSTANTLY sent to your guests phone via Apple AirDrop, Text 

Message, or Email  
○ Your custom wedding #Hashtag is featured on all photos sent out to guests, so they 

can easily post to social media 
○ Includes Photos, Vidoes, GIFs, and even Boomerangs! 

● Online Digital Album 
○ All photos are uploaded in realtime to a digital photo album so the busy bride and 

groom can enjoy looking at all the funny poses post-wedding.  
● Backdrop 

○ A commercial grade 8' x 8' Reclaimed Wood print backdrop is provided at no additional 
charge 

● Props 
○ We provided wedding-themed props and sign placards for your guests to interact and 

strike a pose with. All props are cleaned and thoroughly sanitized before and after 
each event.  

● Customized Tap-To-Start Screen 
○ This is the "start" screen that guests see prior to taking their photo. Some couples 

have gotten really creative with this screen; choosing anything from baby photos, to 
first date photos, to engagement photos. 

● Customized LED Light Ring 
○ Choose from 100+ possible light configurations, including colors that match your 

theme.  
● Custom Photo Frames 

○ These frames are border your guests photos and can be customized to include your 
event #Hashtag, photos of the bride/groom, etc.  

● Snapchat Style Overlays 
○ These LIVE overlays add even more fun to the party. Most similar to snapchat filters, 

we can add digital mustaches, sunglasses, grandma hair, and more....live animations 
that move with the guest! 

 

www.blacktiemoments.com 


